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This paper was prepared for the Chatham House workshop 
‘Tackling the Trade in Illegal Precious Woods’ 
(23-24 April 2012) 

The workshop brought together representatives of key producer and consumer countries, 

to discuss lessons learnt and efforts to tackle the illegal trade in precious woods.  

This paper is one of three background papers prepared for this workshop by different 

organisations. All background papers draw on a range of case studies to identify potential 

leverage points in supply chains and to consider policies, regulations or other tools for 

placing the trade in precious woods on a sustainable footing. All background papers can 

be found at www.illegal-logging.info 
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Executive summary 

This paper outlines the experiences with applying best practices and lessons 

learnt in consumer countries to tackle the illegal trade of precious and high value 

woods. The paper identifies the range of different initiatives and measures driving 

the demand for legal and/or sustainable timber in consumer countries, including 

legislation, public and private sector measures (public procurement policies, 

forest certification, stepwise programmes) and consumer measures (awareness 

raising and campaigns). A number of case studies are used to draw out lessons 

that can be potentially used to facilitate the legal trade of precious woods.  

The response from the music industry in the US as a result of introduction of the Lacey Act 

illustrates how a sector has changed its practices in order to be able to meet legal 

requirements. The first major enforcement action of the US Lacey Act against the 

renowned guitar company Gibson Guitars was a wake-up call for the music industry in the 

US. As a consequence, major musical instrument companies are seeking ways to ensure a 

legal supply of woods. Taylor Guitars has invested in a joint venture in Cameroon that 

allows not only direct access to raw materials but also ensures the legal supply of ebony 

that will meet the US Lacey Act requirements. Martin & Co. Guitars has started to source 

FSC certified blackwood from a community forest in Tanzania. Gibson Guitars has been 

looking at alternative species for precious woods such as ebony and advocating the use of 

less popular species in making music instruments such as obeche. Purchasing certified 

timber, investing in upstream suppliers and using alternative species are some examples 

of the best practice that can be used to promote legal trade of precious woods. 

The UK Government timber procurement policy requires purchasing from legal and 

sustainable sources. In order to be able to meet the UK Government public procurement 

policy, a supplier to a government department (the Environment Agency), commissioned 

an independent verification of forest source and traceability of greenheart from Guyana. 

Because of the heavy reliance on traditional species used in marine and freshwater 

environments, the Environment Agency undertook a research project into the lesser 

known species, and identified 5 other species can be used as a substitute. Newly identified 

timber species are already being used on Environment Agency coastal projects and the 

Environment Agency has challenged its staff and contractors to understand the key 

properties required from the timber rather than simply specifying the species required. 

Where a lesser known species meets these requirements they are encouraged to consider 

the use of these timbers. Using independent verification to demonstrate legality of 

timber source and the promotion of lesser known species are some of the useful 

measures that can be replicated to facilitate the legal trade of precious woods. 

China is one of the biggest timber consumers and processors in the world. At the moment 

there is no legislation in China that prohibits the import of illegal timber. However, the 

Chinese Government has been working on a legality verification scheme that facilitates 

trading of timber products from legal sources. The development of such a scheme is still at 

an early stage, but pilot tests with major timber exporting countries to China and with 

local timber trade associations would be a useful development. Such steps will help 

identify any issues and challenges in practical implementation of the schemes. Most 

importantly, it will promote the legal trade of precious woods by sending a strong 

message to timber producing countries where China is now requesting proof of legality.  

It is therefore suggested to make use of this new opportunity to pilot test this legality 
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verification scheme, which will help promote legal trade of timber products with timber 

producing countries that export precious woods to China, such as Thailand and 

Madagascar.  

Private sector initiatives such as forest certification, legality verification as well as stepwise 

programmes are tools to help companies demonstrate that timber and timber products 

come from legal and/or sustainable sources. These initiatives cover both aspects of forest 

management (i.e. whether the forest is managed legally or sustainably) and further 

processing and trade of timber products to ensure that timber does originate from legally 

or sustainably managed forests. The latter is usually referred to as chain of custody (i.e. 

traceability of timber from forest origin to end user). These initiatives set a minimum entry 

level and aim to help organisations achieve forest certification in a certain period of time. 

Many of these tools are regarded as voluntary and market-driven mechanisms, hence the 

demand for legally and/or sustainably produced timber in consumer countries is an 

important driving force for upstream suppliers to become certified or participate in 

stepwise programmes. The case studies in community agro-forestry in Indonesia and 

Tanzania, and the forest concession in Congo Brazzaville are direct results of market 

demand for sustainable timber. Again, using forest certification to demonstrate legality 

and sustainability, and engaging in community agro-forestry/forestry to provide an 

alternative source of precious woods are some of the lessons learnt identified and can 

be potentially used to facilitate the legal trade of precious woods.  

Members of stepwise programmes such as The Forest Trust (TFT) and Global Forest and 

Trade Network (GFTN) of World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) also have commitments to 

progressively increase their timber from sustainable sources. This process creates 

incentives for members to look for alternative sources that can help deliver their 

suppliers. Two examples of vertical supply chain integration are summarised, including an 

investment partnership led by a Chinese company in Peru, where the buyer is providing 

financial investment that guarantees the sustainability and profitability of the forest legal 

supply of ebony by investing in a joint venture. Investment partnerships or joint ventures 

are examples of measures that can promote supply chain integration and thereby create 

changes in timber sourcing, by ensuring direct market incentives to upstream suppliers 

of timber.  

Consumer measures including awareness raising campaigns are one of those used by 

NGOs in consumer countries where the general public is sensitive to environmental and 

social issues. Awareness raising campaigns can be used to target the general public on 

issues that affect them. The example of the Shark Fin Initiative of WWF Hong Kong was 

successful in asking the general public and caterers to stop consuming shark fin soup as 

this is a Chinese delicacy consumed by many people. Consumer awareness campaigns for 

musical instruments and extremely high value furniture that use ebony and rosewood as 

raw materials may not be appropriate as these are consumed by a smaller number of 

populations. Therefore, targeting the music and furniture industries, especially the key 

companies, is more appropriate. The campaign can be used to lobby the industry to only 

use precious woods that are produced legally and sustainably. It can also be used to 

influence industry preference and choices for specific type of wood species used in 

musical instruments and furniture, for example, using plantation-grown species or 

alternative species, to reduce the pressure on those over-exploited species.  
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1 Introduction  

In many major timber markets, particularly in the EU and US, there is growing demand for 

assurance that all the wood in timber and timber products come from legal sources. There 

are a number of initiatives driving this change. In the EU the main driver is the Forest Law 

Enforcement Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Action Plan, which was launched in 2003 to 

tackle the problems of illegal logging and the associated trade in timber and paper 

products. This has led to a range of measures, including both legislation (i.e. the upcoming 

EU Timber Regulation) and voluntary agreements between the EU and a number of 

producer countries, aimed at ending the trade of illegal timber. In addition, the private 

sector including both individual companies and timber trade federations have developed 

responsible purchasing policies which increase the demand for legal and sustainable 

timber in the EU. In the US, there have been a number of measures to promote trade in 

legal timber, in which the Lacey Act plays an important role. In China, there are also some 

initiatives working to tackle illegal logging. For example, the Chinese Government has 

started to examine timber legality verification schemes. All of these consumer countries 

country measures help in meeting and increasing the demand for timber that has been 

produced legally and in a way that guarantees sustainability
1
 of the forest resources. 

This background paper outlines experiences in applying measures in consumer countries 

to tackle the illegal trade of precious woods. It examines how consumer country measures 

can help provide best practices in facilitating the legal trade of precious woods. While one 

of the focuses of the previous background papers is rosewood and ebony, the demand 

side measures and their case studies are not limited to only these two timber species.  In 

many cases, demand side measures are not species specific, they apply to all types of 

species whether they are precious/high value/endangered or more commonly used 

species. This paper draws on case studies relevant to precious woods production and 

trade, but also looks at experience from other sectors, including marine fisheries. 

This paper first provides an overview of consumer country measures, followed by 

examination of case studies and the lessons learnt. A range of measures are identified to 

facilitate and develop the responsible trade of precious woods. 

 

 

  

 

1
 There is no universally agreed definition of sustainability. However, in general, it is agreed that 

sustainable forest management should be environmentally sound, socially beneficial and 

economically viable. 

Tropical forest, Indonesia 

Photo: Proforest 
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2 Overview of consumer country measures 

There are different initiatives and measures driving the demand for legal and/or 

sustainable timber in consumer countries, these include legislation, public and private 

sector measures (public procurement policies, forest certification, stepwise programmes) 

and consumer measures (awareness raising and campaigns). Some are legislative while 

others are voluntary initiatives. Some are tools that are used to demonstrate legality and 

sustainability of timber (e.g. forest certification, legality verification, stepwise 

programmes) while some are policies/legislations that drive the demand for legal timber 

(e.g. EU Timber Regulation, UK Government public procurement policy on timber). 

Mandatory legislative requirements: The widest reaching requirement all timber 

suppliers will have to meet is set out in legislation which focuses on legality. Legislation 

making it an offence to import and trade illegal timber has been in place in the US since 

2008 through an amendment to the US Lacey Act. It requires importers to exercise ‘due 

care’ to eliminate illegal timber in the supply chain by providing proof that the shipped 

timber and timber products have been produced in respect of laws and regulations in the 

producer country. The EU has also now introduced the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) 

which prohibits the first placing of illegally harvested timber and timber products in the EU 

market and will require companies to run a due diligence system to minimise the risk of 

dealing in illegal timber. This regulation will come into force in March 2013.  

Public and private sector procurement policies and initiatives: In addition to legislation, 

there is a variety of other drivers such as public and private sector procurement policies. 

All require legality, but some go beyond legality and require sustainability in the 

harvesting of timber. Public procurement policies have been adopted in some EU Member 

States, including Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands and the UK. Many 

require timber to be from legal sources as a minimum, with preference for sustainability. 

It is estimated that public procurement accounts for between 15% and 25%
2
 of all timber 

purchased in most EU Member States. An impact assessment of the UK Government’s 

timber procurement policy carried out in 2010 by Efeca indicated that the public sector 

accounts for 20-40% of all sales (directly and indirectly through a contractor)
3
. Therefore, 

public procurement policy is one of the key driving forces for legal and sustainable timber. 

Moreover, the timber trade federations in Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, 

Spain and the UK require members to only source timber from legal sources. Many 

companies implement responsible sourcing policies, or codes of conduct that require 

suppliers to provide documentation about the legality of sources, and aim towards for 

legal and sustainable timber.  

Forest certification and legality verification: Forest certification was first introduced in 

the mid-1990s, as a response to concerns on global deforestation. Over the last two 

decades, certification has proliferated and currently there are over 394 million hectares - 

for the greatest part in temperate zones - of forest certified against the FSC and PEFC
4
 

schemes, the two main global certification schemes. The expansion of certification has 

 

2
 House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee Sustainable Timber Jan 2006 

3
 Report can be downloaded from the CPET website: 

http://www.cpet.org.uk/files/Defra%20Timber%20Impacts%20of%20TPP%20Efeca%20Final%20Rep

ort.pdf 

4
 FSC: 149,850 million ha (as of February 2012); PEFC: 245 million ha (as of December 2011) 

http://www.cpet.org.uk/files/Defra%20Timber%20Impacts%20of%20TPP%20Efeca%20Final%20Report.pdf
http://www.cpet.org.uk/files/Defra%20Timber%20Impacts%20of%20TPP%20Efeca%20Final%20Report.pdf
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been primarily driven by environmental NGOs and timber retailers. But increasingly, many 

private and public sector actors now use voluntary forest certification as a means of 

demonstrating legality and sustainability.  

In some regions, however, forest certification may take years to achieve. Legality 

verification, also as an essential part of forest certification, is seen as an intermediate 

measure for suppliers to demonstrate legality. This growing need to prove legality of 

wood and wood products has led to an increasing uptake of legality verification schemes. 

A number of certification bodies have developed their own schemes to verify legality of 

forest management and supply chain control. These legality schemes have two focuses in 

terms of legality audits: verification of legal origin (VLO) and verification of legal 

compliance (VLC). Currently over 13 million hectares of forests are legally verified
5
. Forest 

certification and legality verification provide tools to demonstrate sustainability and 

legality of timber respectively.  

Stepwise programmes: Schemes of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) such as the 

WWF Global Forest and Trade Network (GFTN), Rainforest Alliance’s SmartStep and The 

Forest Trust (TFT) are programmes or tools designed to help producers and the trade 

meet changing market requirements. These stepwise programmes are designed to help 

forest owners/managers to improve forest management over a period of time (usually 5 

years), and processors/manufacturers/traders to clean up their supply chains. The 

ultimate goal is to achieve forest certification. Many companies see value in stepwise or 

transition programmes because there is often a gap between the current management 

practices and sustainable forest management and suppliers require a certain period of 

time to achieve set goals of legality and sustainability. However, it was criticised that 

during these transition periods participating companies are able to claim the reputation 

provided by such schemes without showing full compliance with legality and sustainability 

standards
6
.  

Consumer awareness and campaigns: NGOs have been using consumer-targeted 

campaigns to raise the awareness of the general public on environmental and social issues 

as a means to influence the producers. Thus, NGOs have been mobilising consumers on 

issues of child and sweat shop labour, Genetically Modified (GM) products, “blood 

diamonds”, forest conversion and illegal logging to name a few. In some instances 

involving big companies engaging consumers proved to be successful in changing the 

practices of producers.   

A total of 7 case studies have been selected to illustrate how these demand side measures 

might facilitate the legal trade of precious woods. Some of the case studies illustrate how 

a policy or legislation can create changes in practices, some others demonstrate how 

certain tools or programmes can help companies engage in legal and sustainable 

production and trade in timber products. Awareness campaigns have shown that industry 

and consumer behaviour and choices can be changed, and can have profound impacts on 

sustainable consumption.  

 

 

5
 Review of timber legality verification schemes, Proforest, July 2010: 

http://www.proforest.net/objects/publications/review-of-timber-legality-verification-schemes  

6
 For example, see Global Witness report Pandering to the Loggers: 

http://www.globalwitness.org/panderingtotheloggers  

http://www.proforest.net/objects/publications/review-of-timber-legality-verification-schemes
http://www.globalwitness.org/panderingtotheloggers
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3 Case studies 

We looked at the following consumer country measures and related case studies to draw 

out lessons learnt that can be potentially used to facilitate legal trade of precious woods: 

 UK Government public procurement policy and Greenheart from Guyana 

 US Lacey Act and response from the music industry 

 Stepwise programmes:  

o The Forest Trust (TFT): Community agro-forestry in Indonesia  

o WWF Global Forest and Trade Network (GFTN): investment partnership 

in Peru between 2 GFTN members  

 Certification: Experience of Congolaise Industrielle de Bois (CIB) in Congo 

Brazzaville 

 The proposed legality verification scheme by the Chinese Government and its 

opportunity  

 Consumer campaign: Shark Fin Initiative 

3.1 The UK Government Procurement Policy & Greenheart 

from Guyana 

This case study refers to a purchase of Greenheart (Chlorocardium rodiei) by an Executive 

Non Departmental Public Body (NDPB) from 2007. It elaborates how the UK Government 

timber procurement policy creates incentive for the legal trade of precious woods.   

UK Government procurement policy 

The UK Government first announced its public procurement policy on timber in 2000, 

which committed central government departments, executive agencies and non- 

departmental public bodies (NDPB) to only purchase timber from legal and preferably 

sustainable sources. There was a step change in the policy in 2009, which required that 

timber and wood-derived products must be from either legal and sustainable sources or 

FLEGT-licensed or equivalent sources. Evidence of legality and sustainability can come in 

two forms:  

 Category A evidence is independent certification of the timber and timber 

products by any of the forest certification schemes that meet the policy 

requirements (such as FSC and PEFC). 

 Category B evidence is alternative documentary evidence that provides 
assurance that the source is legal and sustainable. 

 

The Environment Agency, an Executive Non Departmental Public Body (NDPB), introduced 

a new timber purchasing policy on 1 April 2007. This policy commits the organisation to 

undertaking a full assessment of Category B evidence for supplies of tropical hardwood 

timber that cannot be purchased as certified, using CPET
7
’s Category B evidence.   

 

7
 The Central Point of Expertise on Timber (CPET) is a service of the UK Government. CPET has been 

set up by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), and is operated by 

Proforest, a company with wide experience in advising on responsible purchasing. 

http://www.cpet.org.uk/  

Greenheart timber  

Photo: tradeboss.com 

http://www.cpet.org.uk/
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The Environment Agency's approach supported the UK Government timber procurement 

policy. 

Greenheart from Guyana 

Greenheart is primarily found in Guyana, but is also found in Suriname. It is highly-valued 

and resistant to marine and freshwater environment, and is very commonly used in the 

UK. Greenheart was previously listed as vulnerable (VU) in the IUCN Red List of 

Threatened Species, but in 2007, this status was petitioned by the Guyana Forestry 

Commission against the assessment result of listing Greenheart as VU. The lack of any 

information from the Red List Authority (RLA) and the shortage of relevant information 

from the petitioner made it very difficult for the Red List Standards and Petitions Working 

Group (SPWG) to make an informed ruling. The available data were not sufficient to make 

a new assessment, and resulted in the ruling that the appropriate category is Data 

Deficient (DD)
8
. 

Consequently, there is currently no commercial restriction on the production and export 

of Greenheart from Guyana. However, sustainable forest management for Greenheart 

harvesting presents serious silvicultural challenges; in addition, there are continuing 

claims of inadequate governance and financial irregularities by some logging companies 

and the forestry authorities
9
. Illegal chainsaw logging which supplies local markets is also a 

problem that the government tries to address
10

. 

The process 

The Environment Agency builds and maintains coastal and freshwater structures 

throughout England and Wales, many of which incorporate timber. This example applies 

to purchases of Greenheart timber which the Agency uses in marine and freshwater 

construction applications, e.g. beach groynes. When the Environment Agency decided to 

purchase Greenheart, there was no certified Greenheart available. Therefore, the 

Environment Agency used Category B evidence to demonstrate legality
11

. 

The Agency has been working with a supplier of Greenheart since 2004 to verify the 

legality and chain of custody of Greenheart from Guyana. However, with the introduction 

of CPET’s “Framework for evaluating Category B evidence” in 2006, a more comprehensive 

programme of work was implemented.  

Initially, the supplier submitted completed Category B checklists on the legality of forest 

source and supply chain information and additional supporting information. However, this 

information was insufficient and could not demonstrate legality of origin and chain of 

custody legal compliance. The Agency therefore requested that the supplier 

commissioned independent verification to prove legality of source and chain of custody, in 

accordance with UK Government (CPET) and Environment Agency requirements.  

 

8
 https://www.iucnredlist.org  

9
 http://www.illegal-logging.info/item_single.php?it_id=2382&it=news 

10
 Forest law enforcement and governance and forest practices in Guyana, CIFOR & Iwokrama, April 

2010: http://biodiversity-l.iisd.org/news/cifor-publishes-study-on-forest-law-enforcement-and-redd-

in-guyana/   

11
 Note that at the time when Category B assessment was carried out, the UK Government policy 

only required legal timber, with a preference for sustainable timber. 

Timber beach groynes constructed 

along the coast 

Photo: Pete Reed/flickr 

https://www.iucnredlist.org/
http://www.illegal-logging.info/item_single.php?it_id=2382&it=news
http://biodiversity-l.iisd.org/news/cifor-publishes-study-on-forest-law-enforcement-and-redd-in-guyana/
http://biodiversity-l.iisd.org/news/cifor-publishes-study-on-forest-law-enforcement-and-redd-in-guyana/
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The Agency undertook a second evaluation in May 2007, based on a “Legal Verification” 

report, prepared by Global Forestry Services (GFS) for the supplier, dated April 2007. This 

report assessed in detail and verified the supply chain / chain of custody information 

provided in Checklist 1
12

 and the forest source information for legality provided in 

Checklist 2.  At this stage, the Agency concluded that sufficient evidence of origin and 

chain of custody legality existed, subject to a number of additional actions to being 

undertaken. These actions included the requirement for an additional surveillance visit by 

GFS to ensure non-compliances identified in the April 2007 report had been addressed. 

The supplier was committed to undertaking an additional surveillance visit at the end of 

2007 which the Agency evaluated to ensure that all outstanding queries from May 2007 

have been addressed.   

Since then the Environment Agency has been checking the information provided by the 

supplier on an annual basis to ensure on-going compliance with legality and chain of 

custody requirements and working with them to include sustainability considerations in 

their response.  

The way forward 

A narrow range of “tried and tested” tropical hardwood timbers are normally used for 

freshwater and marine applications, with Greenheart and Ekki (Lophira alata) being the 

preferred choice in many cases in the UK. However, this over-reliance on a few species is 

not compatible within sustainable forest management in the long term, as certain species 

are being over-exploited, causing depletion of genetic sources, supply issues and price 

rises. In 2011, The Environment Agency working with key stakeholders and suppliers 

undertook a research project into lesser known species of hardwood for use in marine and 

freshwater environments. The aim of the research was to encourage the specification and 

use of lesser-known hardwood timber species, as alternatives to Greenheart and Ekki. This 

will allow engineers to use a wider range of timbers for marine and freshwater marine 

construction, thereby supporting more sustainable forestry on a global scale. 

The result identified 5 lesser-used species: Angelim Vermelho (Dinizia excelsa), Cupiuba 

(Goupia glabra), Eveuss (Klainidoxa gabonensis), Okan (Cylicodiscus gabunensis), Tali 

(Erythrophleum micranthum)) which were found to be suitable alternatives for use where 

strength is critical, with another 13 considered appropriate for use where strength is not 

critical
13

. All 18 timbers can be sourced from legal and sustainable sources with full chain 

of custody. 

A user guide was also produced which argues that the best timber species for a particular 

application or structure will be determined by the particular risks facing a given structure 

at a given location. It contains a step-by-step methodology to identify the most suitable 

timbers for use in different applications, together with a table containing technical data on 

the key properties (e.g. strength, marine borer and abrasion resistance) of the five lesser-

 

12
 Checklist 1 asks for information on supply chain description, controls for preventing mixing and 

substitution and mechanism for verification. For details please see: http://www.cpet.org.uk/uk-

government-timber-procurement-policy/evidence-of-compliance/other-evidence-as-

assurance/supply-chain-information-1  

13
 Assessment of Lesser Known Hardwood Timber Species for Use in Marine and Freshwater 

Construction http://evidence.environment-

agency.gov.uk/fcerm/en/Default/HomeAndLeisure/Floods/WhatWereDoing/IntoTheFuture/Science

Programme/ResearchAndDevelopment/FCRM/Project.aspx?ProjectID=f88f3659-440a-42c5-9290-

53495e338a83&PageID=fcdbadbd-03c9-4263-a8a4-482686506f0  

http://www.cpet.org.uk/uk-government-timber-procurement-policy/evidence-of-compliance/other-evidence-as-assurance/supply-chain-information-1
http://www.cpet.org.uk/uk-government-timber-procurement-policy/evidence-of-compliance/other-evidence-as-assurance/supply-chain-information-1
http://www.cpet.org.uk/uk-government-timber-procurement-policy/evidence-of-compliance/other-evidence-as-assurance/supply-chain-information-1
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/fcerm/en/Default/HomeAndLeisure/Floods/WhatWereDoing/IntoTheFuture/ScienceProgramme/ResearchAndDevelopment/FCRM/Project.aspx?ProjectID=f88f3659-440a-42c5-9290-53495e338a83&PageID=fcdbadbd-03c9-4263-a8a4-482686506f0
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/fcerm/en/Default/HomeAndLeisure/Floods/WhatWereDoing/IntoTheFuture/ScienceProgramme/ResearchAndDevelopment/FCRM/Project.aspx?ProjectID=f88f3659-440a-42c5-9290-53495e338a83&PageID=fcdbadbd-03c9-4263-a8a4-482686506f0
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/fcerm/en/Default/HomeAndLeisure/Floods/WhatWereDoing/IntoTheFuture/ScienceProgramme/ResearchAndDevelopment/FCRM/Project.aspx?ProjectID=f88f3659-440a-42c5-9290-53495e338a83&PageID=fcdbadbd-03c9-4263-a8a4-482686506f0
http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/fcerm/en/Default/HomeAndLeisure/Floods/WhatWereDoing/IntoTheFuture/ScienceProgramme/ResearchAndDevelopment/FCRM/Project.aspx?ProjectID=f88f3659-440a-42c5-9290-53495e338a83&PageID=fcdbadbd-03c9-4263-a8a4-482686506f0
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known species which have been benchmarked against the performance of Greenheart  

and Ekki. 

Since the publication of the report, the Environment Agency has challenged the staff and 

contractors to understand the key properties required from the timber before specifying 

the species required. Where a lesser-known species meets these requirements they are 

encouraged to consider the use of these timbers. Newly identified timbers are already 

being used on Environment Agency coastal projects.   

Lessons learnt 

Legality verification  

The UK Government procurement policy on timber has generated demand for legal and 

sustainable timber, especially through forest certification. The policy helps raise the bar of 

what demonstrates legality and sustainability, together with traceability from forest 

source to end use, when independent forest certification is not available. The case study 

shows that it was possible to comply with government procurement policy using 

alternative evidence. It also demonstrates that second party verification of legality can be 

a useful option, provided that the verification is completely independent from the supplier 

and is technically sound.  

Promotion of lesser known species (LKS) 

Another constructive outcome of the case study is the promotion of the use of lesser 

known species. The reliance on the common known species that are in demand in the 

timber trade currently is not compatible within sustainable forest management, as certain 

species are being over-exploited. The tropical forests hold a multitude of lesser-known 

species, of which a great number are potentially valuable species. Poor knowledge of the 

physical and technical properties and potential end-uses of the lesser known species are 

often mentioned as reasons why the species are not yet to be incorporated in the 

international market.  

The approach taken by the Environment Agency in promoting LKS and challenging the 

‘normal’ practice of using the commonly known species provides an example to follow not 

just in marine and freshwater construction but also in other tropical hardwood use timber 

sectors. Certainly it will take away the pressure of heavily targeted woods if alternative 

species are used. Particularly, it will help alleviate the pressure on precious species that 

are diminishing, and at the same time diversify the economic opportunities for actors and 

communities engaged in sustainable forest management. Demand and supply goes hand 

in hand, so when the customer (Environment Agency in this case) required alternative 

species, it sent a clear message to the suppliers that there was a demand for LKS in the 

market. Certainly it takes time for the industry and the general public to accept the use of 

lesser known species, but in many cases, the acceptance of certain species is down to 

promotion and marketing by the industry, rather than the choice of end consumers. 

Therefore, it is important to start generating demand and educating the industry and 

general public about LKS.  Needless to say, research on the technical and physical 

properties of LKS is the crucial first step in providing the necessary technical information 

for product development.  
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3.2 US Lacey Act and response from the music industry14 

The US Lacey Act 

An amendment to the Lacey Act prohibiting the trade in wildlife, fish, and plants that have 

been illegally sourced, transported or sold was introduced in May 2008, after the US 

Congress passed a law banning commerce in illegally sourced plants and their products, 

including all timber and timber products. A year after the amendment to the Lacey Act 

covering timber and timber products, a first major enforcement action was carried out 

against the renowned guitar company Gibson Guitar. Gibson Guitars was allegedly using 

illegally harvested rosewood and mahogany from Madagascar. No one from the company 

was arrested during the raid but agents seized boxes of guitars, wood, computers, and 

boxes of files
15

. There is still an on-going investigation into this case. 

Response from the music industry 

 This incident was a wake-up call for the music industry. Many musical instrument 

manufacturers and the National Association of Music Manufacturers (NAMM) are now 

members of the Forest Legality Alliance (FLA). FLA provides a platform for discussion on 

issues related to legality and the Lacey Act. Many big music instrument makers have 

started to make some changes in their current practices; for example, finding new sources 

of ebony that guarantee legality. NAMM has also started participating in discussions with 

the US Government and other organisations such as the CITES Secretariat.  

One of the most recent developments in this context is the case of Taylor Guitars. In late 

2011, this company, a leading manufacturer of guitars, and Madinter Trade, S.L., a Spanish 

distributor of guitar parts and tone woods used to make musical instruments, partnered 

together to purchase Crelicam, a Spanish-owned ebony mill located on the outskirts of 

Yaoundé, Cameroon.  Crelicam is the biggest ebony mill in Cameroon, which supplies most 

of the wood to the guitar industry and also to the violin making sector
16

. This joint venture 

allows Taylor Guitars to not only have direct access to raw materials rather than buying 

through middlemen but at the same time to ensure legal supply of ebony that will meet 

the US Lacey Act requirements.  

There is also a change in the relationship between the music industry and NGO sector, 

particularly within the FLA. Since joining the FLA, Taylor Guitars has been actively engaging 

with FLA, from keeping them informed on the plans/progress they are making, to getting 

technical inputs. FLA provides a platform for discussion, which helps bring together the 

industry, governments and NGOs to eliminate the illegal trade of timber products
17

. 

Furthermore, Gibson Guitars has been looking at alternative species for precious woods 

such as ebony. Test results have shown that fewer than 10 percent of people can typically 

hear the difference between a fingerboard made of ebony and one made of obeche, a 

tree readily available in FSC-certified forests in Central Africa. Some even find the sound of 

an obeche fret board fuller and sweeter. Gibson is also testing a variety of synthetic 

 

14
 Andrea Johnson of EIA provided inputs in this section. 

15
 http://news.mongabay.com/2009/11818-gibson.html  

16
 http://yaounde.usembassy.gov/taylormadinter.html  

17
 Personal communication with Andrea Johnson 

Musical instrument maker 

Photo: Randees Music/flickr 

http://news.mongabay.com/2009/11818-gibson.html
http://yaounde.usembassy.gov/taylormadinter.html
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composite fingerboards, some of which allow notes to translate more rapidly down the 

neck, creating a brighter and more vibrant tone
18

.  

Another major US guitar maker, Martin Guitar, has been engaging with Sound & Fair, an 

organisation which aims to realise a sustainable trade in African blackwood through a 

Chain of Custody linking forest-dependent people in Tanzania to musicians throughout the 

world. Martin Guitar placed an order of FSC-certified African blackwood (Dalbergia 

melanoxylon) in October 2011
19

. The wood originated from a community-based forest in 

Tanzania. Sound & Fair partner, Mpingo Conservation and Development Initiative (MCDI), 

creates the foundations of the African blackwood chain of custody by managing an FSC 

group certificate scheme for community-managed forests in southern Tanzania. Six Village 

Land Forest Reserves have become certified. In addition to access to international 

markets, the communities were trained by MCDI on sustainable forest management, 

management skills and techniques to reduce human-wildlife conflicts. Martin Guitar 

already produces a range of FSC-certified instruments although none have to date used 

African blackwood. However, African blackwood can be used in similar ways to which 

ebony is commonly used in guitar making, fingerboards and bridges. 

The key musical instruments manufacturers are well aware of the issues surrounding 

illegal logging and the requirements of the Lacey Act. However, there are many other 

small independent manufacturers that are still not well-informed. Since the incident of 

seizure of Madagascar ebony from Gibson, NAMM are more actively involved in explaining 

to its members the requirements of the Lacey Act and meetings with CITES authorities to 

clarify issues related to the changes in CITES regulations in the US. NAMM also works with 

FLA to develop a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) section that is specific to the music 

industry, and try to bring in their perspectives.  

3.3 China legality verification: new opportunity  

China’s legality verification scheme framework 

China has grown into the world’s most important forest products processing base, 

connecting a range of timber exporting countries and product consuming countries and 

has therefore become a key country in terms of ensuring trade in legally produced forest 

products. The EU and the USA are China’s two biggest export markets.  Together in 2008 

they accounted for approximately half of the total export value of USD 28 billion which 

was supplied from China. Furniture and plywood are the main products exported to the 

EU and US markets
20

. Because of its vital position in the global timber trade, these 

consumer country policies and regulations (i.e. US Lacey Act, EU TR and private and public 

sectors procurement policies) are expected to have significant impacts on its wood 

manufacturers and exporters. 

The Chinese Academy of Forestry (CAF) has recently completed a project which aims to 

develop detailed proposals for the Chinese Government on the establishment of a  

 

18
 The US vs Rock ‘n’ Roll, Bloomberg Business week: 

http://mobile.businessweek.com/magazine/the-us-vs-rock-n-roll-01192012.html  
19

 Sound & Fair: http://soundandfair.org/martin-guitar-makes-responsible-commitment-with-fsc-

certified-african-blackwood#more-1722  

20
 Market requirements for legal and sustainable timber, and the implications for Chinese suppliers, 

Proforest.  July 2010 http://www.proforest.net/objects/publications/market-requirements-for-legal-

timber  

Gibson Guitar factory 

Photo: Justin Brockie/flickr 
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http://soundandfair.org/martin-guitar-makes-responsible-commitment-with-fsc-certified-african-blackwood#more-1722
http://www.proforest.net/objects/publications/market-requirements-for-legal-timber
http://www.proforest.net/objects/publications/market-requirements-for-legal-timber
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practical timber legality verification scheme that suits the forest products trade in China, 

and thereby promotes the utilisation of legally produced timber products in international 

trade.  A framework of how the legality verification scheme will look has been developed.  

There are two options in the proposed legality verification scheme framework. The first 

one is a government-led approach, in which China will sign an agreement with timber 

producing countries in terms of the definition of legality, identification of laws and 

regulations that must be complied with, with an agreed format (i.e. documentation) to 

demonstrate legality. The other option is an industry-led approach, which describes a 

responsible sourcing policy and risk assessment procedure to be carried out by industry 

association members. It should be noted that in order to be implementable, the Chinese 

Government and the industry need to sort out a number of technical issues such as 

traceability of timber from point of import, through different processing stages in China to 

the point of export in the producer country. The concept of a risk assessment also needs 

to be explained properly. The proposed scheme states that members can apply for the use 

of logo and certificate as long as they follow responsible purchasing procedure and 

perform a risk assessment. However, it is important to note that a risk assessment is a 

process and it does not guarantee that products will ‘become’ legal once a risk assessment 

is carried out. Nevertheless, the legality verification scheme framework is an important 

step by the Chinese Government in addressing the issues of illegal logging and associated 

trade. 

New opportunity – pilot test 

There are certainly new opportunities in China to facilitate the legal production and trade 

of precious woods. Following the CAF’s work the Chinese Government now needs to 

develop all the technical details and requirements necessary for the implementation of a 

legality verification scheme. Before the scheme can be implemented in practice, it is 

essential to carry out a test pilot to ensure that the scheme is efficiently working in 

practice.  

In terms of the government-led approach, the Chinese Government may consider using 

rosewood exported from Madagascar or Thailand to China as a pilot test. This will serve 

two purposes: on the one hand, it would promote the legal trade of precious woods by 

sending a strong message to timber producing countries where China is now requesting 

proof of legality. On the other hand, it would provide an opportunity to test out the 

proposed legality verification scheme to identify any issues and challenges in practical 

implementation.   

 

As for the industry-led option, similarly, pilot tests can be carried out with industry 

associations, for example the Chinese Redwood Association, which is an affiliate 

association within the China National Furniture Association. With the help of government 

or other organisations, the Chinese Redwood Association can develop a code of conduct, a 

responsible sourcing policy, and risk assessment procedures for its members to use when 

A timber processing factory in China 

Photo: Proforest 

A furniture factory in China 

Photo: Derek Green/flickr 
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importing rosewood from Thailand, Madagascar, Brazil etc. The association members play 

a significant role in facilitating legal trade of precious woods so if its members are asking 

questions on the forest source and legality, it will send a clear signal to the timber 

exporting countries.  

3.4 Forest certification: Congolaise Industrielle de Bois (CIB) in 

Congo Brazzaville21 

This case study looked at how forest certification of CIB
22

 facilitated the legal and 

sustainable trade of timber from Congo Brazzaville. Certification is an economic market-

based instrument which aims to raise awareness and provide incentives for both 

producers and consumers towards a more responsible use of forests. This case study 

examined the experience from a producer’s perspective, however, it was the demand for 

legal and sustainable timber in consumer countries that created the incentive for forest 

managers to achieve forest certification. 

Background 

The willingness of timber companies to move towards sustainable management has been 

reinforced by a suitable environment in Congo Brazzaville since the late 1990s. First of all 

was the enabling environment at state level. The evolution of forest legislation with a 

requirement to develop forest inventories and management plans paved the way for 

regulated forest management. In 2000 the new Forest Code was adopted with the 

publication of various regulations implementing this law. This new law brought in new 

terms such as the development of forest management plans, which creates an 

environment for improving forest management in the country.  

Secondly, there was a willingness of the industry to collaborate with international 

environmental NGOs. Major NGOs such as the World Wide Fund For Nature (WWF) and 

Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) have played an important role in giving 

encouragement and support to the company to consider issues related to social and 

environmental aspects. NGO pressure, particularly in Europe, had led consumers and 

companies to be aware of illegal and unsustainable forest management, thus creating an 

incentive for CIB to improve its forest management.   

Last but not least, was the willingness and commitments of CIB to make changes 

facilitated by international donors who lent substantial financial support. In the late 1990s 

and early 2000s, the senior management of CIB was the target of numerous NGO attacks. 

Several articles about illegal harvesting and conflicts with local communities and 

indigenous peoples in the concession and boycotting the company’s timber have pushed 

the company to change its forest management practices.  

The process 

Before achieving FSC certification, CIB first of all had to meet basic legal requirements in 

the country. In late 1999, CIB signed a Memorandum of Forest Management Inventory 

with the ministry in charge of forests of Congo. From 2000 to 2003 CIB developed a forest 

management inventory.  In 2005, the first CIB forest management plan (Forest 

Management Unit of Kabo) was approved. CIB has developed further 4 forest 

 

21
 Information was kindly provided by Maximin Mboulafini of The Forest Trust. 

22
 CIB was owned by the Swiss company tt-Timber which was bought, in 2006, by the Danish timber 

trader DLH. DLH, in 2010, sold CIB to the Singapore-based Indian company OLAM International 

Regulated forest Management 

Photo: Proforest 
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management plans in Loundoungou, Toukoulaka, Pokola, Pikounda, consistent with its 

concessions in Kabo. In 2006, CIB achieved its first FSC forest management certification for 

Kabo. In addition, 3 further Forest Management Unit (FMU) are also FSC certified: Pokola 

(May 2008), Loundoungou (February 2011), and Toukoulala (February 2011).  

Certainly CIB had to overcome many difficulties to achieve forest certification; in particular 

the assurance to raise its operations to FSC-requested social standards concerning both 

the workforce and populations affected by the forest operations. In general, there was a 

lack of expertise and capacity in forest management and developing a forest management 

plan, inventory, anti-poaching measures, and Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) techniques. 

The collaboration with external organisations such as The Forest Trust (TFT) and WCS have 

helped CIB to resolve these challenges. In addition, the cost incurred to CIB from the 

forest management inventory planning to its certification was high. Fortunately, the 

French and the German bilateral cooperation agencies as well as the International Timber 

trade Organisation (ITTO) have helped CIB to meet some of these costs
23

. This cost is 

difficult to assess against the commercial benefits through premium prices for certified 

timber. 

Changes 

From the approval of its legally required forest management plans until voluntary 

certification, the changes observed can be summarized into three components. Firstly, 

forest management has been improved through implementation of measures such as 

reduced impact logging (RIL), anti-poaching, and other measures that generate greater 

reduction of impacts on the environment. The forest management inventory by extending 

to a socio-economic assessment has allowed an understanding of the available resources 

(wildlife, botanical richness, indigenous peoples and and livelihood maintenance 

methods). The resulting management plan is the basis for the concessions’ 30 years of 

logging operations of targeted species of high market value such as of the most sought 

after Meliaceae family: Sapelli
24

(Entsndropharagma cylindricum); Sipo (Entandrophragma 

utile), light Bossé (Guarea laurentii / cedrata) , Dibetou (Lovoa Klaineana / Trichiliodes) 

and other species like Wenge (Millettia laurentii) and Tali
25

 (Erythrophleum suaveolens).  

The hitherto strained relationship with local communities has improved through 

assistance from some big environmental NGOs. For example, with the assistance of TFT, 

CIB has built a relationship with semi-nomadic indigenous Pygmy communities living in the 

forest, giving them opportunities to voice their concerns on decisions about their lands 

and resources.  CIB and TFT established the first indigenous Pygmy language community 

radio station Biso na Biso. This helps the Pygmy communities share news across the forest 

and hear information about their rights under the FSC system
26

.  

It seems that, the images of CIB and Congo Brazzaville have been improved. The CIB brand 

is been sold as a reference for environmentally friendly wood products and respect for the 

rights of workers and local populations. However, critical voices remain, in particular since 

 

23
 Fonds Francais pour l’Enviroinnement Mondial (FFEM) €873,000, GTZ, ITTO, CIB €6.9 million 

24
 A tree hosting some caterpillar species that form the main source of protein and income for Bantu 

and pygmy peoples throughout the Congo Basin 

25
 A tree that is used by communities in the DRC to built dugouts used for fishing and transport 

26
 http://www.tft-forests.org/news/item.asp?n=12343  

Indigenous Pygmy communities 

living in the forest 

Photo: Cyclopsr/flickr 
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the company had been bought by OLAM
27

. TFT staff commented that Congo Brazzaville 

has also attracted more foreign investment (such as Danzer) because of its improved 

governance, transparency and infrastructure which create a constructive environment for 

business.  

Lessons learnt 

Certification to demonstrate sustainability 

Forest certification is one of the useful tools to demonstrate sustainable forest 

management. CIB had to resolve many challenges and difficulties in order to become FSC 

certified. But with the help of organisations like TFT and WCS, they are able to certify 4 

concessions totalling 1,319,300 hectares
28

. Certification helped raise the level of forest 

management, improve relationships with communities and gain a better image of CIB and 

Congo Brazzaville. Many private and public sectors now use forest certification as a means 

to demonstrate compliance with their responsible sourcing policies. Even though the US 

Lacey Act and the upcoming EU Timber Regulation do not pre-approve forest certification, 

it can potentially meet these legislative requirements as it can be considered as evidence 

of due care/due diligence.   

Collaboration is essential 

The collaboration of CIB with various actors can be shown as an example to allow other 

companies to benefit from this experience. CIB engaged with the Ministry of Forest 

Economy on the application of the forest management plan. It worked with WCS on issues 

related to conservation and wildlife, and involved TFT on engaging local communities, and 

gap assessments of FSC certification. Without the collaboration from different actors 

(government agency and NGOs), certification would not be possible for CIB. Similarly, the 

issues of illegal trade of precious woods cannot be solved singlehandedly, different actors 

along the supply chain from producer country government, industry, consumer country 

government, to NGOs, all need to work together to find possible approaches/solutions to 

facilitate the legal trade of precious woods. The precious woods workshop will provide a 

platform for different actors to discuss the potential options/approaches in facilitating 

legal trade of precious woods. 

3.5 Stepwise programmes 

Introduction  

Stepwise programmes, or transition schemes, are developed to help companies move 

gradually towards forest certification. These programmes are mainly developed and run 

by NGOs, for example, The Forest Trust (TFT), WWF’s Global Forest and Trade Network 

(GFTN) and Rainforest Alliance’s SmartStep. All programmes set out minimum 

requirements that a company has to meet before joining. Programme participants have to 

demonstrate commitments and develop action plans to achieving FSC forest certification 

(either forest management and/or Chain of Custody depending on the nature of business) 

within a certain period of time.  

In this section, case studies from a TFT-funded project in a community agro-forestry in 

Indonesia, and an investment partnership in Peru between two GFTN members are 

illustrated. The experience of the community agro-forestry in Indonesia was examined, 

 

27
 See e.g. http://www.etfrn.org/etfrn/newsletter/news51/Chapters/3.1Poulsen-Clark.pdf , 

http://www.fsc-watch.org/archives/2011/06/20/CIB___FSC_s_great_Af 
28

 See FSC database: http://info.fsc.org/  

http://www.fsc-watch.org/archives/2011/06/20/CIB___FSC_s_great_Af
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but the whole process was initiated by a demand for a responsible source of mahogany in 

a consumer country hence the industry role was essential. Similarly for the case study in 

Peru, it was the demand for legal and sustainable timber that led to the investment 

partnership in a timber producing country.  

3.5.1 Community agro-forestry in Indonesia29 

Background 

Java farmers have been growing mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) for generations in 

small agro-forestry systems. Mahogany was brought to the island by Portuguese and 

Dutch traders in the 19
th

 century.  At that time the farmers began planting it amongst 

other cultivated crops. The trees provide shade to crops while digging their roots deep 

into the soil, thus simultaneously providing soil stabilization. Mahogany is also often 

planted along river banks and edges of terrace hill sides where their roots create barriers 

which slow down rain, reduce erosion, and lower the risk of landslides. Mahogany leaves 

can be fed to livestock, and cut into the soil to increase soil fertility. The branches are 

commonly used for firewood, and the timber is an important source of income for the 

families growing the trees. Farmers plant mahogany as a form of long term investment 

(savings account) that can be drawn from when they need a large sum of money to send 

children to school, pay for medical care, or celebrate a marriage.  

The process 

TFT first began working with Java farmers in 2006 when Crate & Barrel, a TFT member 

retailer in the US, was looking for a responsible source of mahogany to produce their high 

quality wood furniture.  The goal of the program was to train farmers on how to improve 

the environmental and social aspects of their mahogany management and become FSC 

certified.  The goal was also to build local capacity in mahogany silviculture and wood 

business management, with the hope that this would improve incomes for the Java 

farmers growing mahogany. 

While conducting a preliminary survey, TFT found that communities were enthusiastic 

about the opportunity to receive training on how to improve management practices and 

sell their mahogany to a stable market like Crate & Barrel. At the start, four farmer groups 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to work with TFT toward this goal.  As 

time went on, TFT gradually added more farmer groups from new areas to the program.  

However, the long-term goal was to help the farmers to form their own forest 

management group that could run independently, without relying on TFT for instruction.  

This single entity, or ‘group manager’, would take the lead in managing all technical 

aspects of forest management, all business transactions, and also become the group 

certificate holder.  To achieve this, TFT organised training, led by the local Government 

Cooperative Agency, on how to establish and manage cooperatives (co-ops...  53 

participants from 11 farmer groups working with TFT attended the training.  As a result of 

what they learned, the farmer groups decided to join together to establish their own 

cooperative named KSU Taman Wijaya Rasa or “KOSTAJASA”.  On August 24
th

, 2007 the 

cooperative was formalised and KOSTAJASA began operating as a business entity, selling 

wood on the behalf of the farmer group members, and taking the lead to become the 

group manager for FSC certification. 

 

29
 Information was kindly provided by Hartono Prabowo, Programme Manager of TFT. 

Plantation workers from the 

KOSTAJASA co-operative 

Photo: Untung Karnanto 
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With TFT advice and technical support, KOSTAJASA began completing all necessary 

requirements to improve the farmers’ agro-forestry systems to meet FSC standards.  

Training programmes were created to enhance the capacity of cooperative members and 

management.  On-the-ground workshops taught farmers important skills such as nursery 

development, organic fertilizer production, replanting and land rehabilitation, and 

improved plantation practices such as pruning, spacing and thinning.  The workshops also 

taught farmers how to conduct a forest inventory to determine the annual allowable cut, 

and create a robust wood origin traceability (chain of custody) system.  Occupational 

safety and health for its members and staff were also high priorities for trainings. 

In an effort to improve forest management, KOSTAJASA also identified permanent sample 

plots in 3 villages. These plots contain certain trees that are protected from harvesting for 

a set amount of time so that their growth and mortality rates can be monitored to inform 

future sustainable harvest estimates. 

At this time KOSTAJASA also finished their 5-year management plan which outlined their 

goals for membership growth, sustainable harvesting, replanting, production capacity and 

improved marketing and sales. In line with the development of the management plan, 

KOSTAJASA created more than 30 standard operating procedures (SOPs) to document 

best management practices.  These SOPs are used to define on-going training for staff and 

members, and ensure consistency in implementation on the ground.  

Prior to applying for certification, KOSTAJASA held a workshop on community forest 

management in which many community groups, NGOs, governments and local media 

attended. The meeting highlighted the work that KOSTAJASA had completed to improve 

their mahogany management practices and link farmers to international markets seeking 

responsible timber. The meeting also served to gain feedback and build support from 

important stakeholders in the region.  

Finally, on October 31
st

 – November 3
rd

, 2008 KOSTAJASA was visited by the Certification 

Body, Smartwood, who conducted a full FSC forest management assessment. And after 

three years of hard work, KOSTAJASA became FSC certified on June 2
nd

, 2009.    

KOSTAJASA’s growth has been substantial during this period, both in number of members, 

and area under group management (Figure 1), also the sales (figure 2). 

Figure 1 KOSTAJASA growth from 2007-2011 

 

Membership Growth 

Year Number of 

Farmer Group 

Number of 

Farmer 

Member 

Number of 

Block Area 

Area (ha) 

2007 11 377 669 78.68 

2008 14 494 739 84.34 

2009 14 550 857 104.88 

2010 15 600 1,048 126.70 

2011 21 910 1,347 157.12 

 

 

Figure I: KOSTAJASA growth from 

2007-2011  
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Sales (M3) & Buyer 

Year Sales Number of Buyer 

2007 85.26 1 

2008 100.15 2 

2009 80.42 4 

2010 119.30 4 

2011 209.34 10 

TOTAL 594.47  

 

Species Sales 

Mahogany 173.98 

Teak 23.44 

Rosewood 11.92 

TOTAL 209.34 

 

*) Species that produced and sold before 2011 was only mahogany 

Benefits and challenges 

Through this process KOSTAJASA has gained many benefits, both directly and indirectly. 

They have improved their knowledge and skills in forest management and have for 

example, developed a nursery & regeneration process that produces higher quality 

seedlings, resulting in higher quality of stands.  More efficient tree harvesting and timber 

production processes have been created that improve the quality of timber after 

harvesting.  Through the certification process, they learned about the dangers of 

hazardous chemical agents.  In response, they created procedures to safely apply and 

dispose of chemicals containers in addition to developing an education and monitoring 

system in order to avoid the use of prohibited chemicals by the group.   

The cooperative also learned valuable business management skills, including finance 

management, negotiation skills, and business plan and business process improvement.  

Throughout this training KOSTAJASA has made some big improvements and shifted from 

short term to long term goals, but in terms of business management they still need 

intensive advice from third parties. 

One of the direct benefits for farmers is that they can sell their timber to the cooperative 

for an average price approximately 15-20% higher than to other local buyers.  In addition 

the farmers also get a higher quality of seedlings through the cooperative for 

reforestation.   

Today KOSTAJASA farmers continue to learn how to plant and grow mahogany trees, 

monitor and protect wildlife and environment, sustainably harvest their trees, and sell to 

companies committed to sustainable forest management. KOSTAJASA plans to expand the 

program, partnering with even more farmers in the region, increasing the hectare of 

Proforest 

South Suite, Frewin Chambers 

Frewin Court, Oxford OX1 3HZ 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0) 1865 243439 

F: +44 (0) 1865 244820 
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W: www.proforest.net 

Figure 2: KOSTAJASA sales volume 

growth 2007-2011*  
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forest under the group certificate, and begin selling other timber species including teak 

(tectona grandis) and Indian rosewood (Dalbergia latifolia Roxb). 

Despite their success KOSTAJASA still faces many challenges and obstacles.  Training staff 

and farmer members in the technical, social and managerial aspects will continue to be an 

on-going challenge.  In addition KOSTAJASA continues to face obstacles in accessing micro 

finance, from both national and international funding institutions. KOSTAJASA has also 

faced obstacles in gaining real support from local government, even though several 

informal pledges have been expressed.  Other challenges are minimum access to a 

broader market, due to their limited knowledge and marketing skills. 

Lessons learnt  

Plantations of precious woods 

Natural forests alone are not able and should not be expected to supply the world's needs 

for wood and fibre.  More intensive production systems like plantations are needed for 

this. Certainly there are some underlying principles on how and where plantations can be 

established, this includes for example, not converting natural forests and arable land 

and/or displacing local people but also environment protection measures such as 

appropriate and limited application of fertilizers and pesticides. When established 

properly, plantations can take away the pressure on natural forests. This is especially true 

in cases of endangered/precious wood species.  Big-leaf mahogany is native in South 

America, this species is restricted in use in its natural distribution because it is listed in 

CITES Appendix II. Plantations of big-leaf mahogany have been established in many parts 

of the world (e.g. Fiji, Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines) and are the major source of 

timber in international trade. Certainly the physical properties of plantation grown trees 

may be different from those grown naturally. For example, the density of big-leaf 

mahogany of plantation-grown trees is often somewhat less than that of trees from 

natural forests in the natural area of distribution. However, this should not become a 

limiting factor to plantation establishment and international trade of such species, 

especially in the case where there is restriction on trade of species in its natural 

distribution. Even if there is no such restriction, as in the case of teak, many teak 

plantations are proved to be successful and there is still demand for this timber. 

Therefore, changes in manufacturers’ attitude towards plantation-grown species are 

essential, for example, to look for alternative species or ways to use the same species of 

lesser quality (as in the case of plantation-grown species versus those from natural 

forests). 

Plantations of Indian rosewood is perhaps less established, however, KOSTAJASA also 

produce Indian rosewood in its agro-forestry systems so this can be replicated in other 

parts of the world, provided that there is a suitable climate. Plantations can remove the 

pressure of harvesting precious woods in natural forests, and facilitate legal and 

sustainable trade of these woods.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A forest plantation of the 

KOSTAJASA co-operative 

Photo: Untung Karnanto 
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Community agro-forestry 

The case of KOSTAJASA shows that precious woods like mahogany and rosewood can be 

managed sustainably in community agro-forestry systems and get access to international 

markets. Farmers derive benefits from selling timber, crops and non-timber forest 

products (NTFPs). In this way, agro-forestry systems guarantee food security and income 

for farmers and improve the environment while maximising land use. In addition, as a 

result of certification, the farmers of KOSTAJASA are made aware of the importance of 

managing non-timber forest products (NTFP) as a complementary benefit of the timber 

business such as mahogany and other commercial timber tree species like teak and 

rosewood
30

. They have learnt to diversify their products rather than merely rely on one 

timber species (mahogany). In fact, other international organisations such as the 

Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) have funded many agro-

forestry projects in Indonesia to enhance returns from high-value trees grown in agro-

forestry system, and enhance value chain and value added manufacturing
31

. Community 

agro-forestry of precious woods can provide an alternative option to ensure legal and 

sustainable production and trade. 

3.5.2 Investment by a Chinese company in Peru32 

This case study demonstrates how upstream investment by a WWF Global Forest and 

Trade Network (GFTN) member can help contribute to the legal and sustainable trade of 

precious woods.  

Background 

After several months of collecting and exchanging commercial and legal information with 

GFTN Peru and with several private and governmental institutions, Yingbin (Nature) Wood 

Industry Co., a GFTN China member, decided to open a modern finished flooring plant 

Universal Flooring in the city of Lima in December 2007. Yingbin is a leading enterprise in 

the production of hardwood flooring, with annual sales estimated at 50 million dollars for 

markets in Europe, USA and China. 

There are several reasons which encourage Yingbin to invest. Yingbin believed that Peru 

has enormous forest wealth and a forest system with clear procedures, and government 

incentives for the certification of its forests, as well as the availability of FSC certified raw 

material. There are also opportunities to conduct business alliances for investment and 

trade with other suppliers and producers. According to the Global Competitiveness 

Report, Peru is one of the best countries for investment in Latin America and Caribbean
33

. 

The Global Competitiveness Report looked at a number of factors such as infrastructure, 

health, education, labour market efficiency, financial market development and 

innovation
34

. In addition, it was believed that the signing of the North America Free Trade 

 

30
 FSC Forest Management Certification, Annual audit report, October 2010 by SmartWood. 

http://info.fsc.org/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?retURL=%2Fapex%2FPublicCertificateDetails%3Fid

%3Da0240000005sTsfAAE&file=00P40000005cnScEAI  

31
 http://aciar.gov.au/node/14128  

32
 Information was kindly provided by Raul Dance, Wood Products Marketing Specialist, GFTN LAC 

33
 Peru ranked 73 out of 139 countries, and ranked 8 in Latin America.  

34
 The Global Competitiveness Report 2010-2011: 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2010-11.pdf  

Farmers from the KOSTAJASA  

co-operative 

Photo: Untung Karnanto 
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Agreement (NAFTA) has lifted the import tax, encouraging Peruvian companies to export 

to the US market, though one study carried out says otherwise
35

. 

The process 

The modern plant was installed in a record period of 5 months, and has the processing 

capacity for 40 containers of tongue and groove floors per month, has high-production 

machinery from Asia (China and Taiwan) and has one of the most modern finishing works 

in the country. However, several difficulties appeared during the process.  Despite 

enormous potential in the Peruvian forest sector, Universal Flooring had problems in 

identifying suitable suppliers of raw material as a result of local supply constraints. 

Universal Flooring also sourced many lesser known species and found it difficult to market 

their products as the main markets depend on commercial species.  

To ensure the supply of responsibly-sourced raw materials to the industrial plant, Yingbin 

made the decision to purchase certified forest management units (Maderija and 

Yurimahuas) and made alliances with other uncertified suppliers through business 

partnerships. At the same time Yingbin acquired processing plants (Turbine and A & A) and 

proceeded to certify their chain of custody, and started the promotion of alternative 

timber species in the markets, including the US and Chinese markets. 

Lessons learnt 

Investment partnership 

This case study provided a business model that benefits both the suppliers and buyers. In 

order to secure a sufficient supply of raw material and at the same time ensure that the 

timber comes from responsibly managed forests, Yingbin invested in an upstream supply 

base in Peru, i.e. forest source and primary processors. Peruvian companies that are 

partnered with Yingbin received forest investment that allowed a technological conversion 

and produced high value added products. They also ensured long term buyers of not just 

the commercially viable species, but also the lesser known species.  

It also illustrated that buyers/processors can make a real difference and share the 

responsibility with their suppliers by providing financial investment that guarantees the 

sustainability and profitability of the forest activity. There is also a full integration of the 

buyer into the supply chain, which means that a buyer can have control of how the forest 

is managed (in this case, FSC certified), rather than relying on the upstream suppliers to 

make changes. In many cases, this proves to be extremely difficult unless there is a strong 

leverage. 

 

 

 

 

 

35
 The Dark Side of Investment Agreements: 

http://www.tni.org/sites/www.tni.org/files/the_dark_side_of_investment_treaties-final.pdf  

Plywood in Yingbin factory, China 

Photo: Proforest 

http://www.tni.org/sites/www.tni.org/files/the_dark_side_of_investment_treaties-final.pdf
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3.6 Consumer awareness and education – Shark Fin 

Initiative36 

Raising the awareness and educating the general public can have enormous positive 

impact on the way we consume products and natural resources. This case study uses the 

Shark Fin Initiative of WWF Hong Kong to illustrate the potential harnessing of consumer 

power. 

Shark Fin Initiative 

Sharks are harvested worldwide, sometimes for their meat, but also for an even more 

lucrative fin trade centred in Hong Kong and the Greater China region. Increasing numbers 

of shark species are threatened with extinction, being listed either on the CITES and IUCN 

Red List. In 1996 only 15 shark and related species were considered threatened; this has 

soared by 12 times in only a decade and by 2010 over 180 species were considered 

threatened. The demand for sharks and particularly their fins has been one of the main 

factors driving global shark fisheries. 

WWF Hong Kong started the Shark Fin Initiative to educate the general public on the 

unsustainable consumption on shark products, especially shark fin, as Hong Kong is one of 

the greatest consumers of shark fin. WWF believes that the Marine Stewardship Council 

(MSC) is one of the tools to demonstrate a responsibly produced fishery. Through the 

MSC, a fishery for spiny dogfish in British Columbia in Canada was certified in 2011, 

making it the world’s first MSC shark fishery of which meat and lower-grade fin are 

products. However, this is only one small fishery, and the development of sustainable 

fisheries for sharks is likely to be far too slow to effectively conserve shark populations in 

most parts of the world. Furthermore, WWF believes that current and future levels of 

demand for shark fins are likely to be far higher than can be met from sustainably 

managed fisheries. Given the dire future facing sharks, it is critical that the consumption of 

shark fins in key markets like Hong Kong is greatly reduced, to minimize this major 

Therefore, WWF Hong Kong has launched the Shark Fin Initiative to ask the public to stop 

eating shark fin at this time. As a result of the campaign, over 120 companies have 

pledged not to sell or buy shark fin soup as part of their corporate activities. Over 35 

caterer organisations, with ownership of more than 60 restaurants in Hong Kong have 

joined the WWF’s ‘Alternative Shark-free Menu’ programme.  

Lessons learnt 

Shark fin soup is considered to be a delicacy in Chinese cuisine. Rosewood furniture is 

regarded as a luxurious item in China. Shark fin and rosewood are both high value though 

the consumption patterns are different. Shark fin soup is consumed by many people while 

the consumers of rosewood are far fewer in number. A broad based public campaign like 

the Shark Fin Initiative is appropriate and effective in changing the consumer behaviour 

however, for rosewood and ebony, targeting industry actors is more suitable. WWF Hong 

Kong lobbied the general public and end-users (i.e. restaurants) to stop eating shark fin 

because the current and future rate of consumption is unsustainable. Campaigning 

organisations can use a similar approach and target the industry (musical instrument/ high 

end furniture) to raise the awareness of the issues of illegal logging and trade of precious 

woods. Instead of focusing only on the need to avoid a certain product, the message to 

 

36
 WWF Hong Kong Shark Fin Initiative: 

http://www.wwf.org.hk/en/whatwedo/footprint/seafood/sharkfin_initiative/  

Shark fins are predominantly in 

demand in Hong Kong and the 

greater China region 

Photo: NOAA/Wikimedia 

The Shark Fin Initiative was set up 

to curb the consumption of Shark 

Fin in Chinese restaurants 

Photo: USFWSPacific/flickr 

http://www.wwf.org.hk/en/whatwedo/footprint/seafood/sharkfin_initiative/
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the industry can be easily enhanced by explaining the issues and what alternative options 

are available (e.g. certified, from plantation).  

4 Conclusions  

The overview of consumer country measures (section 2) and case studies presented above 

(section 3) together illustrate a range of approaches that can be used to facilitate and 

develop the responsible trade of precious woods. The most appropriate option to utilise 

depends on each specific situation, and a range of measures can be used in combination. 

Below are some of the recommendations drawn from this background paper. 

Verification of legality as a tool to ensure legal trade 

As shown in the case of a supplier supplying greenheart to the UK’s Environment Agency, 

independent verification of legality was used to demonstrate that its Greenheart sourced 

from Guyana met the UK Government public procurement policy on timber. In countries 

where public perception on illegality is high, second or third party verification of legality 

provide an alternative option when forest certification of sustainability is not available. 

Certainly, this can be potentially expensive and time consuming, and in some cases it 

works only if there is a simple and short supply chain from the forest to the end user. 

Currently there are a range of legality verification schemes available in the market, and 

many companies have already been using this as a mean to demonstrate compliance. 

Companies that produce and trade precious woods may consider using legality verification 

to demonstrate their timber is sourced legally. 

In China, there is a new opportunity to test its legality verification scheme framework in 

timber producing countries. Under the proposed framework, there will be country to 

country agreement on legality verification, and an industry association led option that 

requires members to run a risk assessment procedure to eliminate illegal timber entering 

into the supply chain in China. This approach works on both the country level and 

individual company level, which will send a clear signal to timber producing countries that 

China now ask for legality.  

Utilise lesser known or alternatives species to take away the pressure of 

precious woods 

The case studies from Environment Agency, investment partnership by a GFTN member 

and the response from the music industry in the US demonstrated that forest resources 

are better utilised when using lesser known or alternative species compared to a 

traditional one. It can also take away the pressure of using over-exploited commercial 

species. Market perception and acceptance can be changed, provided that there is good 

technical information available on alternative species, and that alternative species provide 

the same or higher level of performance required. Manufacturers (i.e. guitar and flooring 

manufacturers in the case studies) can initiate changes in the types of wood species being 

used. The end user (i.e. Environment Agency) can also challenge the usual preference to 

traditional species and can send a strong signal to upstream suppliers. 

Forest certification as a tool to demonstrate legality and sustainability 

The case studies of CIB in Congo Brazzaville, Yingbin in Peru, Taylor Guitar’s joint venture 

in Cameroon and KOSTAJASA in Indonesia have all shown that forest certification is one of 

the useful tools to demonstrate legality and sustainability of timber. Certification is not a 

flawless solution, but in many cases it provides benefits to local communities (e.g. Pygmy 

in Congo), improve forest management and increase the economic value of forest 
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products (e.g. in KOSTAJASA farmers learnt to diversity their products and sell their timber 

to the cooperative for an average price approximately 15-20% higher than to other local 

buyers). More importantly for buyers, certification provides a guarantee that the timber 

has been harvested legally and sustainability. Certification of tropical forests may be more 

challenging but it is not possible. There is also an example of a community-based forest in 

Tanzania that has got certified and supplies their timber to music instruments 

manufacturer. Forest certification is not the only solution but can potentially be used to 

tackle the illegal trade of precious woods. Madagascar is currently setting up a new 

initiative on forest certification including a FSC national working group to bring together 

all the stakeholders to develop the national FSC principles and criteria. It is still a very early 

stage but perhaps in the future there will be companies supplying FSC certified ebony and 

rosewood from Madagascar. Nevertheless, certification is a market-driven approach so in 

order to make certification work, market demand for sustainable timber in timber 

consuming countries is crucial.  

Engage in community agro-forestry/forestry to provide alternative source of 

precious woods  

This case study of KOSTAJASA in Indonesia illustrated that precious woods like mahogany 

and rosewood can be managed sustainably and get access to international market through 

community agro-forestry. In this way, agro-forestry systems guarantee food security and 

income for farmers, improve the environment while maximising land use. The African 

blackwood purchased by Martin Guitar originated from a community forest in southern 

Tanzania, where the communities learnt how to manage their resources sustainably and 

at the same time generate income. In addition, community leaders were trained in 

management skills and financial record keeping to improve accountability and 

transparency in the way village funds are used. Communities were also trained on 

techniques to reduce human-wildlife conflicts. Community forestry not only provides long 

term benefits to the community but also helps secure sustainable supply of raw materials. 

All of these happened because of the demand for responsibly sourced timber in 

consuming countries (e.g. Martin Guitar and Crate & Barrel), hence the role of industry in 

timber consuming countries is essential. 

Investment partnership in upstream suppliers to secure sustainable supply  

The case studies of Yingbin investing in upstream supply base (forest and primary 

processors) in Peru and Taylor Guitars’ joint venture with Madinter to purchase Crelicam 

showed a business model that benefits both the suppliers and buyers. By investing in 

upstream suppliers, both Yingbin and Taylor Guitars can ensure long term sufficient supply 

of raw materials. They have higher control of the supply chain so make it possible to 

guarantee the legal supply of timber (and for Yingbin, it is sustainable timber as the supply 

chain has been certified). Investment partnership is more financially viable and feasible 

because of the high value and potentially high risk of precious woods.  

It also shows that buyers/ processors can make a real difference and share the 

responsibility with their suppliers, by providing a financial investment that guarantees the 

sustainability and profitability of the forest activity. There is also a full integration of 

supply chain, which means that a buyer has control of how the forest is managed, to help 

buyers meet legislative requirements. 
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Awareness and education to change industry practices and consumer choices 

Shark fin is a Chinese delicacy but with the launch of the Shark Fin Initiative, the general 

public and restaurants in Hong Kong have now pledged not to consume shark fin. This 

campaign showed that consumer behaviour can change even if there is a cultural value 

associated to it. Rosewood and ebony furniture are luxurious items and only consumed by 

smaller number of people. Campaigning organisations hence should focus on the industry 

(i.e. music and furniture industries) to influence their preference and choices for specific 

types of wood used to reduce the pressure of those over-exploited species, for example, 

using certified timber and plantation-grown species or alternative species.  Targeting the 

end-users (i.e. furniture and music industries) is an effective way to get a message across. 

Campaigning organisation can also use consumer education to help raise the awareness of 

the issues of illegal logging and trade of precious woods, asking consumers to put pressure 

on the industry. 
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